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Asking For & Accepting Help 

 

 If any successful person ever tells you that they got to where they are 

with no help, I’m here to tell you that they are lying. That’s my issue with the 

phrase “self- made.” Everyone needs help at some point and just as challenging as 

it is to ask for help, it might be even harder to accept it. Asking for and accepting 

help doesn’t mean that you are in any way inadequate or not a bad ass. I can assure 

you of your badassery! I know it’s there!  

Asking for help takes courage and vulnerability. Most of the time when you 

reach out to someone with genuine interest, they are more than happy to help you. 

When I would facilitate summer orientation for my previous intern groups, that 

was ALWAYS the first thing I’d tell them. “Use this time to ask everyone as 

MANY questions as you can. You have primed yourself to be in a position that 

people with the desired expertise, experience and the knowledge want to pour into 

you.” All summer long I would remind them of this and at the end of their 

internship, I loved hearing about the different ways people had gone out of their 

way to share information with them. And while you aren’t an intern, priming 

yourself to be able to ask and accept the help is very doable and the way to go.  

How? As a seasoned recruiter and HR professional, one of the most 

frustrating things I would encounter is when people would reach out and ask me 

about what positions my current company was hiring for. This showed me that 



they didn’t do their homework and didn’t try to seek out the information on their 

own before sending me a blind email. My response would typically be along the 

lines of telling them that their first step should be checking out the website to see if 

there were any roles they might be interested in. Then I would be able to provide 

my insight from there. So that is going to be your first step. Before you start 

reaching out to people, do some of the legwork yourself. Think through what your 

actual knowledge gap or roadblock might be so that when you start connecting 

with people, they know that you have put in the effort on your end and are not 

simply shooting into the dark. Doing this will also help you be specific in your ask. 

Everyone has so many thoughts running through their head that you are going to 

have to lay it out for them. Do you need specific information or perspective? Or 

perhaps you need them to help via an action or making a connection? No one can 

read your mind, and no one will know what your plan or bigger picture is unless 

you TELL THEM!  

I mentioned previously that when reaching out to people, it might take some 

time to connect with them. When you do finally get that time, make it count! Do 

your homework in advance and be prepared to share how you plan to implement 

the help you are receiving. This will increase the likelihood of someone wanting to 

help you again. It simply goes back to busy schedules and not wasting time. 

Consider the person you need help from. You want them to feel like them taking 

the time to help will mean something, so they don’t feel like they should have 

spent their time doing something else on their list of things to do.  

Once you have the help and are on your way, don’t forget your journey and 

the steps you went through! People may reach out to YOU for help. Pay it forward 

and help the next person. 

 


